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Analysis of variance can be used with even more independent variables The tech- 
niques are more complex and varied but the principles are the same The strength 
of ANOVA is that it relies on the additive properties of sample variances However, 
three criteria must be met to check the appropriateness of analysis of variance for 
specific data sets 

1 All observations should be independent of each other - that is, no individual 
should appear twice in the data set. 

2 The populations from which the samples are drawn should be normally dis- 
tributed 

3 The groups should have the same within-groups variance (because the esti- 
mate of the population within-groups variance will be biased if the variances 
differ widely) 

The great strength of this technique is that it can deal with all types of data - 
nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio However, the dependent variable must be 
interval level while the independent variables are treated as nominal variables. Its 
great weakness is that in its simplest form it requires all the groups to be the same 
size. This is not a problem in experimental research, where equal-sized groups 
can generally be arranged, but in survey analysis it is rarely the case that groups 
to be compared are of equal size There are forms of analysis of varlance which 
can cope with this, but for the most part their use is valid only under very restric- 
ted circumstances, so analysis of variance as a technique is not much used in 
survey analysis However, the pm'nczples underlying analysis of variance also 
underlie several other important analysis techniques, and understanding them is 
therefore as important for survey researchers as for experimenters 

5 CORRELATION AND 
REGRESSION 

5.1 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

As you saw earher, there are a number of measures of association based on chi- 
square All assume only that the variables are nominal. However, as you may have 
noted in Activity 2, the variables in Tables 3(a), 3(b) and 4 are not nominal Thus 
age as presented in the tables is an ordinal variable, as is the retention interval, 
while grade is an ordinal or possibly interval variable and interest an ordinal vari- 
able You will sometimes see examples of researchers using x2 with ordinal and 
other types of data. This is perfectly valid statistically, but information about the 
data is being lost where this occurs because chi-square only identifies the exist- 
ence of an assoclation and not its type or strength The additional information 
which ordinal, interval and ratio variables hold can be used to give us a better 
idea of the strength and type of association between them. Of particular import- 
ance here is the form of association known as correlation. A correlation is simply 
the association between two variables. Look at Figure 8 which gives a simple 
example of a small data set shown as a scattergram which plots the data and 
wh~ch  shows visually the association between two variables age and height. 

If a high value on one variable is associated with a high value on another (for 
example with height and age in children), they are said to be positzvely correlated 
If a high value on one variable is associated with a lower value on the other, then 
they are said to be negatively correlated (for example age and energy!). 

In Cohen et a1 (1992b) the discussion of the data examines the chi-square results, 
then moves on to look in more detail at the association between age and retention 
interval The index or the statistic which is used to indicate the strength of the 
association between these two variables is the correlatzon coefficient r Just as the 
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Figure 8 A scattetgrarn @ctzonal data) 

Ffgure 9 Pefect correlations 

(a) No assoclatlon r = 0 

)) Perfect negatlve correlat~on r=  -1 0 

Hgure 10 Associations where r = 0 
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mean and variance give a useful summary description of one distribution, the cor- 
relation coefficient gives a useful summary descrtption of the association between 
any two distributions Pearson's product moment correlation coefficient r is the 
most commonly used correlation coefficient used for interval data. It can take 
values from +l to -1, by which means it indicates how close to linearity the 
associat~on is 'Linear' is just the stattstical term for a stratght line, so a linear corre- 
lation means that the measures for the pair of variables being investigated, 
together form a straight line (see Figure 9)  

The fact that Pearson's r measures only linear correlations is an important feature 
of this particular mdex. Figure 10 gives three scattergrams which each show a set 
of measures for pairs of variables for individual respondents These scattergrams 
show examples of different types of associations which can be found between 
pairs of variables As you can see, a correlation of r = 0 in Figure 10(a) reflects the 
fact that there is no linear association between the two variables However, as 
Figures 10(b) and (c)  also show, there could well be a non-linear association That 
is, scores on one vartable may be predictable from scores on another (though 
perhaps not uniquely), but because there is no simple one-to-one linear relation- 
ship between scores, the correlation coefficient would stdl be zero. 

I STATS PIECE I I : PEARSON'S CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 

I Pearson's product moment comlat~on coefficient 1s defined as. 

I where 

x x ,  = sum over all the n measurements of var~able X, and 

I x y ,  = sum over all the n measurements of variable ): 

I for a data set of n values w~th standard devatlon of sx for X and sy for Y 

sum of squares for XY 
r = 

( &m of squares for X )( dsum of squares for Y ) 

ACTIVITY 1 3 

If you found these Ideas d~fficult, work through Toplc 4 on the NUMERACY dlsk. 

There are a variety of forms of correlation coefficients which have been developed 
for different types of variables. For interval or ratio data such as test scores, Pear- 
son's r is the most widely used For ranked ordinal or non-normal interval data the 
most frequently used measure is Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient r,. 

So how is r mterpreted? A value of 1 would indicate a perfect association This 
would be a highly unlikely result and would be the cause for concern and ques- 
tioning ~f it occurred. Far more likely are correlations around the 0 1, 0.2 level 
which would be taken to indicate no association A correlatton of r = 0.8 would 
indicate a strong association However if, for example, it was reported that two 
variables had an r of 3, then the interpretation would be less clear and would 
depend on whether or not r was found to be statistically significant. Like all other 
statistics, if the aim of getting the correlat~on coefficient m a sample is to test 
hypotheses about an unknown population correlation coefficient p (rho, 
pronounced roe), then the correlat~on coefficient r must be tested for statistical 
significance The hypothesis, Ho, being tested would be that in the populatton the 
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correlation coefficient is zero, in other words that there was no correlation 
between the two variables. Checking the statistical significance of r is simply a 
matter of looklng up the value of r for the appropriate number of degrees of 
freedom (n  - 2) in the critical values table. Section 4 in your Statistlcs Handbook 
explalns in detail how you do this. Alternatively, the significance of r may be 
calculated by usmg t, as shown in Stats Piece 12. 

Thus for any value of the correlatlon coefficient calculated from a sample, the 
likelihood that there is a positive linear correlation can be tested using the t test in 
the usual way with df = n - 2 (the formula is given in Stats Piece 12). 

STATS PIECE 12: USING t TO TEST THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PEARSON'S r 

For any glven r; when n IS the number of measurements In the sample, 

wlth n - 2 degrees of freedom. 

Let us look at a bnef example 

Our null hypothesis H. will be that there IS no hear  relationship between the 
two varlables In the populat~on from which the sample IS drawn Thls means we 
are looklng at a two-ta~led test for t where Ho: p = 0 (where p is the 
populat~on comlat~on coeficlent) 

Say r = 0 3  and n = 30, then 

Looklng up t In the Statistlcs Handbook we find that for a two-talled test with 
28 dt; p 2 for t = 1 66. Th~s means that the probab~llty of th~s occurring by 
chance IS less than 20 per cent (.2) The correlatlon IS therefore not slgnlficant 
and we do not rqect the null hypothesis. 

We do not reject H. and conclude that there IS no llnear relatlonsh~p between 
the two varlables bemg examined 
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5.2 SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 

We have already seen that if it is possible to construct a straight line through data 
points on a scattergram, we can use the information it gives us about the relation- 
ship between the two variables in order to estimate or predict the behaviour of 
one varlable from the other In Figure 8 a rough line was drawn 'by eye' to indi- 
cate the best prediction of height from age Using the computational power of a 
computer it is possible to fit a prediction line to the data much more rigorously 
and precisely 

The convention 1s that the dependent variable IS usually shown on the vertical (or 
Y axis), and the independent (or explanatory) variable is shown on the X axis 
Consider the data from the research reported in the readings. We might expect 
that at a glven time those people who have only been away from the course for a 
relatively short time - that is, those with only a short retention interval - would 
have more accurate recall of aspects of the course than those who finished the 
course some years earlier If we plotted the test results data on the Y axis, and the 
retention interval on the X axis, as a scattergram, we might expect to see a posi- 
tive correlation in the form of a linear association. However, it is equally clear that 
any attempt to draw a straight line through the data points on the scattergram 
would leave many of the points near rather than actually on the line It is there- 
fore necessary to make sure that a line is drawn which minimizes the distances of 
the data points from the line, by drawing the line of best jit Figure 11 illustrates 
three such lines - a perfect fit, a good fit and a poor fit to the data set (because 
the data points are not randomly scattered about the line so the average distance 
of the data points from the line will not be zero as they would be with a good fit) 
Even though there is a fair degree of variability with the good fit, the average dis- 
tance of the data points from the line do add up to zero In other words, the line 
is positioned in such a way as to achieve the least variation possible among the 
residuals. This line is called the linear regresston line 

(a) Perfect fit 

Figure l1 Lznes of best jit 

(b) Good fit 
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STATS PIECE 13: REGRESSION LINES 

The equation for fitting a regression line IS 

? = a + b X  

where 

? IS the measure or  score whlch we want t o  predict, 

a IS the point at which the regresston line cuts the Y axis, and 

b IS the slope or  the grad~ent of  the line, I e. the number o f  umts o f  Y the 
line goes up for each unit of  X and is called the regresaon coeff,uent 

Figure 12 Linear regression line and the egression 
coefficient 

A regresslon line predicts Y-values from X-values 

For example, a regresslon llne for length of bab~es (m Inches) by age (in days) 
m~ght be specified by 

where ? IS length of the baby and X 1s the age of the baby 

This would be Interpreted as saying that babies are 15 inches long on average at 
blrth (when X = 0 and a, the Intercept, IS 15 Inches) and grow by (say) half an 
inch each day (i.e. b, the regression coeficlent, IS 0.5 inches) 

However, as you saw in F~gure I I (c), the fit of a regression line to  any data is 
very unlikely to  be perfect. This means that the predicted measure will usually 
be d~fferent from the actual measure at any part~cular pomt Th~s vanab~lty In the 
actual data which IS 'unexplained' by the line can be expressed as: 

IS the predicted measure (eg predicted length at a glven age), and 

Y IS the actual measure (e.g aqtual length at a given age). 
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The full regresslon equatlon should be wrltten as. 

Y = 7 + residual (as shown In Flgure 13) 

subst~tut~ng for 7 thls would give 

= a + bX + resldual 

Figure 13 Linear regression line showzng the reszdual 

Having computed the regression h e ,  we now need a measure of how good a fit lt 
is. That is how much residual varlance 1s left after we subtract the variance 
explalned by the regression. This measure, In fact, is provided by r, the correlation 
coefficient As we saw in Section 5.1, the correlatlon coefficlent expresses the 
extent to which the data points cluster about the regression line (see Figure 14) 

L 
(a) Good explanation (h~gh r-value) (b) Poorer explanation (lower r-value) 

Figure 14 Comlatzon as a measure of variance explained 

The nearer the data points are to the line, the hlgher the correlat~on. So when 
regression analysis 1s used, a correlation coefficient is cited as an estimate of how 
much of the variance is explained by the analysls Squarlng the correlation coef- 
ficient glves us the proportion of the variance explained In the dependent vari- 
able; so for example, a correlation of r = 0 7 explains 0 49 of the variance (49 per 
cent) The square of the correlation coefficlent is known as the coefficient of deter- 
mznation and is often written as r2 for the slmple linear model 

Basically, regresslon analysis explalns the sources of varlance of the dependent 
varlable Y If we say that the total variance of Y 1s 1, then the proportion of the 
variance not accounted for by the coefficient of determination wlll be 1 - r2 The 
proportion of the variance whlch is not accounted for represents the resldual 
variance It is this variance which researchers seek to minimize when they con- 
struct a linear regression line. 


